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ADVENTURE CALLS, ACCEPT THE CHALLENGE
Three new colour schemes, countless chances to explore


From road trips to extreme off-road itineraries, give free rein to your spirit of exploration in all its colours.

Canyon Sand represents Tuareg’s rally credentials with the warmth and energy of vast dunes, while Atreides Black is dark and understated, all the better for getting down and dirty on muddy off-road terrains. Rounding out the trio is Dakar Podium, a tribute to the legendary exploits of yesteryear and the upcoming challenges of the present and future.
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Aprilia Tuono 660 Factory
Enhanced performance, amplified emotions


With totally adjustable suspension, a comprehensive electronics package and maximum power of 100 horsepower, the Tuono 660 Factory is designed for riders who demand only the best and delivers a riding experience that is more efficient and thrilling than ever. Its fierce uncompromising character is expressed in its contained dimensions, refined chassis and new Factory Dark colour.
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APRILIA URBAN MOBILITY
Passion that goes beyond the track


The Aprilia legend may have been created on the track, but it is its performance and popularity on the road that has really made it part of motorcycle history. From the era of the mythical Aprilia Scarabeo, the Aprilia Team has constantly been inspired and driven to evolve the very concept of urban mobility by developing increasingly powerful and functional bikes. Today, Aprilia is poised to add yet another chapter to the story with models and solutions designed to make every day travel safer, easier and more rewarding than ever.
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Motorcycle


[image: ]RS660 Extrema
18 850 EUR
246 EUR/Month
[image: ]Tuareg 660 Dakar
18 050 EUR
235 EUR/Month
[image: ]SR GT 125 GP Replica
5 900 EUR
77 EUR/Month
[image: ]SR GT 200 GP Replica (Coming 2024)
0 EUR
0 EUR/Month
[image: ]RS 457
10 550 EUR
137 EUR/Month
[image: ]RSV4 Factory 1100
33 600 EUR
438 EUR/Month
[image: ]RSV4 1100
26 650 EUR
347 EUR/Month
[image: ]Tuono V4 Factory 1100
26 650 EUR
347 EUR/Month
[image: ]Tuono V4 1100
23 200 EUR
302 EUR/Month
[image: ]Tuareg 660
17 150 EUR
223 EUR/Month
[image: ]Tuono 660 Factory
16 550 EUR
216 EUR/Month
[image: ]RS 660
16 150 EUR
210 EUR/Month
[image: ]RS 660 Acid Gold
15 790 EUR
206 EUR/Month
[image: ]Tuono 660
15 650 EUR
204 EUR/Month
[image: ]RS 125 GP Replica
7 350 EUR
96 EUR/Month
[image: ]RS 125
7 150 EUR
93 EUR/Month
[image: ]Tuono 125
6 980 EUR
91 EUR/Month
[image: ]SR GT Sport 200
5 790 EUR
75 EUR/Month
[image: ]SR GT 125 Sport
5 750 EUR
75 EUR/Month
[image: ]SR GT 125
5 290 EUR
69 EUR/Month
[image: ]SR GT 200
5 690 EUR
74 EUR/Month
[image: ]RX 125
5 300 EUR
69 EUR/Month
[image: ]SX 125
5 300 EUR
69 EUR/Month


Moped
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3 490 EUR
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#BEARACER CLUB

Being a racer is not a profession, it’s a way of being, something inside of us, in our DNA. If you love riding your motorbike, sensing feeling the wind blowing along the fairing and watching the world passing by through your visor, we get it. We’ve felt that way since our first roar.
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APRILIA WORLD
Keep yourself up to speed. Read the latest news from Aprilia World. Everything from Moto GP to launching events.
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(External link)





[image: ]Documentation request
Receive certificates, documents and publications at your preferred address.

CLICK HERE



[image: ]Aprilia manuals
Download the maintenance booklet for your vehicle in PDF format.

CLICK HERE



[image: ]Recall campaigns
Ensure the efficiency, safety and reliability of your vehicle.

CLICK HERE





[image: ]Repair and maintenance information
CLICK HERE



[image: ]Red homologation
CLICK HERE
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Prices and appearances of products may vary and are subject to change without notice. We reserve the right to modify or update prices and product appearances at any time.
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